Nursing program to create a waitlist

By VITA MULYARCHUK
Staff Reporter

A change in state law may require Highline’s nursing program to accept students from a waitlist.

Highline’s nursing program coordinator says that they might have to accept less than qualified students.

The House Ways and Means Committee inserted an amendment in the House budget requiring all community and technical colleges with nursing programs in the state of Washington to establish a waitlist and by 2011, admit at least 50 percent of qualified applicants from the waitlist.

The amendment was offered by State Rep. Eileen Cody, D-Vashon Island, and State Rep. Dawn Morrell, D-Puyallup, responding to the many complaints of students failing to get into a nursing program who are forced to reapply despite meeting all requirements.

Having 25 years of experience as a registered nurse and continuing to work as a critical care nurse in Puyallup, Morrell said that she doesn’t want to see potential nursing students getting discouraged.

“I’m tired of hearing that nursing programs turn away hundreds of students who are highly qualified,” said Morrell. “In fact, I had about 15 people come to me and say that for that reason, ‘I’m not going to be a nurse’ and I think there should be more certainty.”

Rather than putting their life on hold and reapplying every year in hope for admission, the waitlist will give these nursing applicants more assurance, Morrell said.

Instead of having vague assumptions that hundreds are lined for the program, the waitlist will give the Legislation specific numbers with the possibility of financial increase for Washington’s nursing programs.

Morrell is not alone. There are four nurses in the Legislature supporting this proviso.

Instructor Barbara Smith teaches her Pharmacology class.

However, Highline Nursing Coordinator Teri Trillo has a slightly different opinion than that of the Legislative nurses.

“All of us are against it,” Trillo said in regard to the amendment. “The faculty from this program does not support it or understand the rationale behind the idea of what it’s meant to accomplish.”

It creates more problems than it eliminates and that’s the feeling with most nursing programs, she said.

Trillo argued that not only would a waitlist double the workload of administrators but may also put applicants on standby still since they outnumber the spots available. Some 150-200 students apply every year but only 72 are accepted; 48 of which are first year students and 24 LPNs.

“We’d also be forced to accept less than qualified students,” Morrell said.

In May, said Janelle Runyon, director of communications for the State Board.

“It’s clear that the Legislature put a high priority on higher education,” Runyon said. “As always, we continue to focus on access to higher education.”

Community and technical colleges took the smallest cut in higher education, with a tuition increase around 7 percent

By LIVIU BIRD
Staff Reporter

A full load at Highline may cost $63.70 per quarter next year.

It is likely tuition will go up no more than 7 percent a year for the next two years thanks to the final operating budget for 2009-2011 legislators in Olympia passed last weekend.

This means a student taking a normal full load, or 15 credits, will be paying $973.70 per quarter in tuition and fees instead of the $910 it would cost at this year’s price.

Over the course of a full school year, students will pay $1911.40 more next year. However, the exact amount of the tuition increases will not be known until the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges’ board meeting.

Employee robbed at gunpoint

By YURIY TORCHILLO
and TARA KESTER
Staff Reporters

A Highline employee was robbed at gunpoint on Monday evening. April 27 on the north side of Building 24.

It was approximately 10:25 p.m. when the employee heard from another that three men were prowling the vehicles in the North Lot.

Highline officials said that when the employee left Building 24 to confirm the presence of the car prowlers, one of the men approached the employee, displayed a weapon and demanded his money.

The employee complied and the robbers left the campus.

The Des Moines Police Department responded to the incident and is continuing their investigation.

“Officers set up a perimeter and a K9 unit was called, but we got negative results,” said Steve Weiland, master sergeant of the department.

“We are currently trying to contact some witnesses but no suspect was found and the victim couldn’t give a description of the robber,” Weiland suggested.

“In situations like this, I would always tell people to cooperate and always have a second person with you at this time of the day. Highline’s vice president for administration, Larry Yok, asks people to call 911 immediately if you witness any suspicious activity or persons on campus.

He says not to attempt to investigate the activity or people yourself.

“If you are confronted by someone who demands your possessions while threatening violence, we recommend that you comply and then call 911 when you are able to safely do so,” Yok said.

Administrative Sergeant Pat Harris of the Des Moines Police Department has been meeting with Yok regarding campus safety.

“Based on what I’ve been told, the campus is safer,” Yok said.

Please see Robbery, page 15
Security called on sleeping student

A student was reported sleeping in the lobby of Building 21 on April 22. He was thrashing around in his sleep.

He said he was working out all day and he was very tired. Security told him that his sleeping and thrashing was causing students and staff to feel uneasy.

A few hours later he was reported talking loudly in his sleep. He told the Security officer it was a recurring nightmare. The Security officer told him to leave because he kept getting caught back in.

Urine-covered man asked to leave library

A librarian asked a man to leave the library on April 23. The man had urine on his pants and the librarian didn’t want him to ruin the chair. The man departed the campus.

Teenagers waiting for bus cause trouble

Custodians told Security that six non-students were causing problems in Building 29 on April 19.

When Security arrived there were four teenagers about 14 to 16 years old on the third floor. They had chairs lined up so they could nap while waiting for the bus. They were told that they were allowed to wait for the bus indoors, and needed to wait outside.

They complied and left without any problems.

Man caught looking at pornography

A faculty member called Security on April 25 stating that an older man has been coming into the library and looking at pornography in the enclosed computer area on the second floor.

Student asked to keep it down

A student in the library was talking to himself and scaring other students on April 25. Security spoke with him and he said he will keep it down.

Library staff said it’s all right if he stays because he didn’t seem threatening.

--Compiled by Yuriy

Call for the Employee of the Year nominees

Nominations for Highline’s 2009 Employee of the Year have opened. The employee of the year receives an award of $1,500. The award is funded by the Highline Community College Foundation.

Nominations will be open through May 8. To nominate an employee, submit a letter in a sealed envelope labeled “CONFIDENTIAL - Nomination for 2009 Employee of the Year,” to Cesar Portillo in Human Resources.

The letter should describe what separates the employee from their peers, their achievements and impact, their working relationships with others on campus and the duration of their employment in the position.

Nominees can be classified staff, professional staff and administrative employees eligible.

The recipient of the award will be announced at the Faculty & Staff Spring Luncheon.

UW marine instructor will present at MaST

The Marine Science and Technology Center will feature a presentation exploring the realities of scuba diving in the Puget Sound.

Janna Nichols, a University of Washington REEF Marine Life ID instructor and scuba diver, will be the speaker at the event.

The event will take place from 2 to 2:45 p.m. May 6 at the MaST Center near Redondo Beach Park. It is open to the public.

Science Seminar will present earthquakes

This week’s Science Seminar will explore the impact of earthquakes on Washington state and Alaska.

Science Seminar is a weekly event in which Highline faculty and staff host presentations about science.

The seminar, called “Life on the Edge: The Rise and Fall of Tlingit Anchorage,” will be presented by Highline Geology professor Beth Mahrt tomorrow, Friday, May 1.

The presentation will run from 2:30 to 3:10 p.m. in Building 3, room 102. Like all Science Seminars, attendance is free, and open to the community.

Student government candidates meet

A mandatory candidate meeting for those wanting to run for Student Government president and vice president will be Tuesday, May 5.

Electoration packets are still available on the third floor of Building 8 in the Student Programs office and will be due on Tuesday, May 5.

The meeting is for Student Programs to see who is serious about running.

Voting will be held Wednesday, May 20 and Thursday, May 21. You can vote online at the college’s website, www.highline.edu, where there should be a link on the home page, and on the first floor of Building 8.

For more information contact Kelli Tracey, Vice President of Student Programs, at 206-878-3710 ext. 3215 or ktracey@highline.edu.

History Seminar on American Indians

The topic of this week’s History Seminar will be “American Indian Resistance Movements.” The seminar will explore the efforts of American Indians to halt the expansion of Westerners into their territories.

The seminar will be presented by anthropology instructor Lonnie Sorner on Wednesday, May 6 from 1:30-2:20 p.m. in Building 3, room 102.

Calendar

• Common Errors,” a work shop, will be held at The Writing Center, Building 26, room 319, 1:30-2:20 p.m., April 30.
• The Wily Comma,” a workshop, will be held at The Writing Center, Building 26, room 319, 4-4:50 p.m., May 5, 9-9:50 a.m. May 6, and 1:30-2:20 p.m., May 7.
• Overcoming Testing Anxiety,” a workshop, will be held at The Math Resource Center, Building 26, room 319, 2:30 – 3:30 p.m., April 30.
• Setting Up Word Problems in Math 81,” a workshop, will be held at The Math Resource Center, Building 26, room 319, 2:30 – 3:30 p.m., April 30.
• Setting Up Word Problems in Math 81,” a workshop, will be held at The Math Resource Center, Building 26, room 319, 2:30 – 3:30 p.m., April 30.

Corrections

In the April 16 issue of the newspaper, Zane Stearman’s name was printed incorrectly.

In the April 23 issue, the meeting time given for the Gay Straight Alliance was wrong. The correct time is Thursdays, between 10 and 10:30 a.m.

In the April 23 issue, a skipping board trick should have been described as a sex change.

Send your corrections to thunderword@highline.edu.
By TARA KESTER
Staff Reporter

Highline student Elijah Bailey-Caffey doesn’t enjoy midterms.

"He described midterms as ‘daunting. They hang over your head, [they are] stressful, annoying and it’s a big relief when they are over.”

Caffey said that he has to be strict on himself about running around and just “sit at home and study.”

Caffey’s biggest obstacle in studying for midterms is procrastination. He said it came down to literally forcing himself to read and make himself understand the material.

Caffey said that his savior is a note card for the test. “Note cards are sweet, you can just pack things on them,” he said.

Patricia Haggerty, a counselor at Highline, said that during a recession, with competition for jobs and programs, students are extremely concerned about the grades they earn.

“They’re life is depending on if I get into the program,” Haggerty said.

Highline student Chaia Burt’s biggest motivation to study for midterms is “thinking about the fear of coming into a class and not knowing the material.”

For Burt, procrastination is also a big thing to conquer. Her worry is “studying too much for one subject and for one. She said that midterms are “manageable,” but they are a difficult reminder that there is only one more half of the quarter left.

Highline’s Andre Buchane’s method for studying is “organized cramming.” Buchane said that the increased hurry and pressure of the upcoming midterms combined with the voice telling him that he “can’t put it off, gotta study” can become overwhelming.

“I look at notes and do as much as I can in a short time,” Buchane said.

Haggerty suggested that students should study throughout the quarter and avoid cramming the night before the test.

“If students feel that they have not understood the content of the course, there is a great deal of stress the night before,” she said.

Buchane said that common things that prevent students from doing well on midterms are not learning to control anxiety, procrastinating and not learning to manage time with a full load and other responsibilities.

John Cristione’s method for doing well on his midterms is to “just study” and not learning to manage time with a full load and other responsibilities.

“I drink a lot of coffee while I’m studying for the test, and then at the actual test, and I end up doing well,” Cristione said.

He said that although he is “super jittery,” it works for him.

The counselor said that a healthy lifestyle is tough to maintain when studying for tests.

“Get enough sleep, good nutrition, exercise and some personal down or social time,” Haggerty said.

Still, some students, such as Yen Nguyen, are not as affected by midterms. “I spend a lot of time on them, one weekend just to study and not going out to play, so I’m not packed on everything,” Nguyen said.

To Nguyen, a midterm is “just a test.” She studies two hours every day for a class anyway so when it comes to midterms, it’s just review so she is not as stressed out.

Haggerty agreed that review and “over-learning” the material are good ways to reduce anxiety.

Gregory Thomas doesn’t find midterms that daunting either. However, he does give into laziness when studying. “If it is an easy class, he will rarely read the book.”

Since he is a business major, when it comes to accounting he is “super stressed.”

However, he does know one thing it leads to not knowing the rest,” Thomas said.

Haggerty offers a few ideas for being successful on midterms: generating questions from the textbook and lecture notes, focusing on key words, concepts and examples, and making outlines that organize information.

Women in Action award dons new name, still rewards strong women

By KANDI CARLSON
Staff Reporter

Highline Women’s Programs is accepting nominations for the Women In Action award.

“The award was previously called the Extraordinary/Odinary Woman Award.”

The student working in the program office “helped put the new name together,” said Deana Rader, director of Women’s Programs.

“The name has changed but the meaning remains the same,” Rader said. This award is meant “to showcase the strength of women,” said Rader.

“I don’t think the [old] name really described that,” said Rader.

The award celebrates “women who are moving ahead and beyond,” said Rader.

Nominations will be accepted until Thursday, May 7 at 5 p.m.

Nomination forms can be found at the front desk of the Women’s Programs office located in Building 6.

Completed forms can be mailed, e-mailed or dropped off at the Women’s Programs office.

The award will be held Saturday, May 9, 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. Proceeds will benefit Highline’s Women’s Programs and the Hospitality House women’s shelter.

The tournament is being held at Karura Arts Yoga Studio in Burien, 819 SW 152nd St. in Burien.

There is a $25 registration fee to play Texas Hold’em. This buys you $5,000 in poker chips. There is one additional

Play Texas Hold’em to raise money for women’s shelter

By KANDI CARLSON
Staff Reporter

The Cards for A Cause Texas Hold’em tournament is being held Saturday, May 9, 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. Proceeds will benefit Highline’s Women’s Programs and the Hospitality House women’s shelter.

The tournament is being held at Karura Arts Yoga Studio in Burien, 819 SW 152nd St. in Burien.

There is a $25 registration fee to play Texas Hold’em. This buys you $5,000 in poker chips. There is one additional

buy in available for Texas Hold’em.

Two time slots are available for play: 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.

The $10 general admission fee buys you $1,000 in Blackjack chips or 10 raffle tickets.

The final round will be played at the Mark Restaurant & Bar, 918 SW 152nd Str. at 8 p.m. Proceeds include tips, gift certificates and baskets. Many local restaurants have provided appetizers and a no-host bar will be on-site.

Soroptimist International Seattle South is hosting the event.

Campus Life
The Legislature missed its opportunity to make some progressive decisions about the $4 billion that needs to be cut over the next two years.

The Legislature adjourned a 105-day session late Sunday night. Higher education took a huge hit.

Higher education budget cuts will affect everyone either directly or indirectly. It’s not just about students and higher tuition. Education is the engine of our society. If it’s not accessible, then our state will stall.

Our six four-year universities will receive more budget cuts than any other sector in the state government. There will be a reduction to university enrollment by 9,000 students and 4,300 state and university workers will be laid off.

Highline students should have the opportunity to transfer to a four-year institution to complete their academic goals.

President Mark Emmert of the University of Washington sent out a letter to staff, faculty and students on April 27. He said that the University of Washington will have a budget cut of 26 percent.

The 14 percent tuition raise will make the next two years the first time in the university’s history that tuition revenue will be greater than state support.

The tuition hike will especially hurt students because the poor economy has also created the worst possible environment in which to get a job. The UW is back to the future; its funding level is as low as it was over a decade ago. They will also need to cut jobs. The final approval of these cuts will be completed by June.

A general tax increase may have been a better decision for the Legislature. Our citizens need to realize that by financially supporting our universities, they are indelibly helping the next generations.

This is the generation that will take care of the future of our economy, of our health insurance and of our children’s children. The Legislature has created an unsustainable budget. Cuts to education will create strains on future state budgets. In other words, we have begun to dig a hole that may only become deeper in the future.
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Editor's note: The following is a statement from state representative, Dave Upthegrove, on his decision to vote yes on House Bill 2344.

I began my involvement in politics as a Student Union representative in college and as an officer in a statewide student association.

In these roles, I organized, rallied and fought against tuition increases on students.

In the Legislature, I have historically opposed large unanticipated tuition increases. I am one of a handful of legislators who has consistently opposed institutional tuition setting authority.

I continue to believe that tuition decisions are best made by elected legislators, rather than unelected Boards of Regents.

I do not personally believe in the so-called “high tuition - high financial aid” model. I worry that with the dollars we give to students in the middle, will be left out. If not now, then in the future.

I believe the best form of financial aid is low tuition.

I believe that framing the issue as one of either raising tuition or harming the quality of our colleges and universities is a false choice.

We have other ways to fund higher education. None of the choices are good ones, and none are easy, but we do have other revenue and spending options.

I believe that there is room at our four year universities, particularly the University of Washington, for significant structural and administrative reform.

Do we need every vice provost? Why are we paying half-a-million dollars to the university president? Does the obsession with athletics over academics help or hurt the focus on academics?

The stereotype of an “ivory tower” actually rings true to my ears.

Why, then, would I vote for this tuition increase? I’m not sure folks will understand, but I will try to explain.

I am a member of the majority party, with a responsibility for passing a state budget.

As we develop the budget, we all fight and push for a budget that reflects what we want to see as individual legislators. Through this give-and-take, we end up with a budget that is brought forward for final passage.

The budget depends upon passage of a package of bills (such as the tuition bill) to implement the budget. For all of us in the majority party, there are aspects of the budget we agree with, and aspects with which we disagree.

A number of us fought and pushed as hard as we could to prevent the tuition increase from being included.

We were unsuccessful.

At the end of the day, I then needed to look at the final budget as a whole and decide whether I am going to help get the final budget passed or not.

As a committee chairman, I have been involved in the development of other aspects of the budget, and I also have worked with budget leaders on local budget priorities. While my views did not prevail on tuition, I did play a constructive role in shaping other aspects of the budget.

I reached the conclusion that I have a responsibility to help get the budget passed, and that this will involve supporting aspects of the budget with which I strongly disagree.

In addition, I reached the conclusion that the bill would pass, with or without my vote. If I voted no, then there would be another member of my party who would have voted yes instead of me.

In other words, it became clear to me that the bill was going to pass and the only question was which members of the majority party would provide the votes.

By voting yes, I allowed another member of my party to vote no on this politically unpopular bill.

This is more candid than most legislators share publicly, but it hopefully gives you an insight into the sausage-making of legislation and budgets.

The decision kept me awake last night and makes me sick to my stomach, but I believe it was the correct vote for me to cast in this situation.

I am committed to working in the future to establish a clear, stable and responsible tuition policy which respects the financial challenges facing students and their families. I also am committed to holding our four-year universities accountable for structural reform, and hope that the performance audit tied in this legislation helps inform that process.

State Rep. Dave Upthegrove, D-Des Moines, represents the 33rd District in the State House of Representatives.
She grew up in Centralia and immigrated to the United States when she was a child. She was born in the USSR and was tired of living under communism. Patience? 8. A person who cannot read or write. 9. A person who cannot make a sound. 10. A person who cannot move.

Puzzles

Arts Calendar

This One is for You: The work of Tanya Domashchuk will be the featured exhibit in Highline’s fourth floor Library Gallery through April 30. Domashchuk specializes in photography, graphic design and pencil portraits. She was born in the USSR and immigrated to the United States when she was a child. She grew up in Centralia.

Gallery hours are 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Monday through Friday; 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday; and 2-10 p.m. Sunday.

Highline’s Drama Department presents its annual Spring One-Acts, May 20-23, at 8 p.m. in the Little Theatre in Building 4. Tickets are $8 for general admission, $7 for students and are available at the door.

Performances will include David Ives’ Degas C’est Moi, directed by Brendan Grant; The Rising of the Moon by Lady Gregory, directed by Matthew Hopkins; The Ugly Duckling by A.A. Milne, directed by Jared Stratton; and Degas C’est Moi, directed by Sohpie Villanueva.

Got arts news? Send your information to roadam@highline.edu or call 206-878-3710, ext. 3317.
Bitten by the Directing Bug

But Brennan Grant remains partial to being in front of the klieg lights

By COURTNEY SANKEY
Staff Reporter

Degas comes back to life at Highline in the artistic hands of student actor-turned-director Brennan Grant.

Grant will be directing David Ives’ Degas C’est Moi as part of the Spring One-Acts, the Drama Department’s annual festival of student-directed theater.

Grant’s imagining of Ives’ work is nothing like what the author had envisioned, the director said.

The play is about a man who decides to be Degas, a famous French impressionist painter, for a day and his wanderings and encounters in the city. The main character, Degas, is supposed to be one actor, but Grant decided to make it two.

“I felt that the Degas part was such a huge part. He is speaking in monologues for 80 percent of the time and (the other) 20 percent is actual dialogue,” Grant said. “I’d always gotten the sense in reading this that there was this separation between his physical persona and his (consciousness).”

Grant’s high energy during the rehearsal process translates over to the show itself. The cast of characters hardly ever sit still, with movement on the stage choreographed like a dance. When they do sit for even a moment, it almost resembles a painting by Degas himself.

Grant is constantly up working with the cast, showing them a cross or choke hold so that no one will get hurt. It doesn’t take long to know that Grant was meant for the stage.

Off stage is a different story. In a recent interview, Grant became another person altogether, leaving his vigor on stage as if sitting down for more than a minute sucked the life force out of him. Sitting in the second row of the theater, he was quiet and reserved.

But once he started talking about the stage and his love for it, the liveliness returned.

Grant said he can’t pin down exactly when he decided to be an actor.

“I don’t know really when the light bulb went off… but it’s something that I have always been exposed to and it’s always something that I loved,” Grant said.

He has been involved with theater since he was old enough to walk. His mother took him to shows and his father, for a day and his waning American Heritage Month in May with an Asian-American Heritage Month as part of the Spring one-acts at 12:30 p.m.

Movie Fridays, which run each

Dr. Tommy Kim coordinates Movie Fridays, as a director, I am still looking at things from an actor’s perspective.”

Life after Highline is not too clear yet for Grant, but what is clear is that drama will definitely be part of it. He is going to be taking a year off after graduation to work, and do a little community theater while contemplating what university he would like to attend.

“I am trying to pick a school with a good program and one that is not a small pond,” Grant said. “I want to be thrown into a big community and duke it out there.”

Grant’s production, as well as three others, can be seen starting Wednesday, May 27 through Saturday, May 30 in Building 4, room 122. Tickets will available at the door starting at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $7 for students and $8 for general admission.

Movie Fridays feature Asian-American films

Series a nod to Asian/Pacific American month

By SHANNON SEVEREID
Staff Reporter

Highline’s Movie Fridays will celebrate Asian/Pacific American Heritage Month in May with an Asian-American themed documentary series.

Dr. Tommy Kim, professor of literature and writing at Highline, began coordinating Movie Fridays earlier this year.

Kim explained the essence of Movie Fridays as being all about “eating popcorn, watching movies and discussing important social issues.”

This month Kim hopes to give students a better understanding and awareness of Asian-American heritage.

“It’s a really fun way to learn a little something about our society – about our history,” he said.

Asian/Pacific American Heritage Month was established in 1978 “to commemorate the immigration of the first Japanese to the United States on May 7, 1843, and to mark the anniversary of the completion of the transcontinental railroad on May 10, 1869. The majority of the workers who laid the tracks were Chinese immigrants,” according to the Library of Congress web site, www.loc.gov.

For Asian/Pacific American Heritage Month, Kim, with Tarisa Matsumo-Maxfield, a professor of literature and writing, will be curating the documentary films for May. However, movies eligible for viewing had to pass certain criteria.

First of all, the movie had to be interesting. It also had to be a movie specifically about Asian Americans – Asians in the United States – not some Jackie Chan film. Secondarily, the film must be addressing some kind of social concern. Lastly, it had to be a movie both Tarisa and I liked watching,” Kim said.

Among the films chosen include Who Killed Vincent Chin? and Better Luck Tomorrow.

Kim summarized Who Killed Vincent Chin? as the story of a Chinese-American automotive engineer who has been mistaken as being of Japanese descent and, consequently, murdered by unemployed auto workers.

Kim described Better Luck Tomorrow as “a teen film with guns, bazaar, and fun, wholesome stuff.”

Kim hopes to help students learn, through the enjoyment of watching films, to be a community and “exposing people to new things - new ideas,” Kim said.

Movie Fridays will meet each Friday at 12:30 p.m. The location varies, but most events will be in Building 7.
Swampdwellers swarm the Blend this week

By ALLIE LARD
Staff Reporter

Swampdwellers, an afro-beat/hip hop group, will be the next performers at Highline’s Blend series on May 6. The biweekly concert will take place in the Student Union from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Swampdwellers is an eight-piece band from Seattle which includes saxophonist Marc Fendel and seven others. The band includes Fendel, alto saxophone; Kevin Nortness, trumpet/tenor; Bob Love, vocals; guitar and bass; Ari Zucker, guitar; Joe Doria, Hammond B3 organ; Carluss Tullus, bass; Fariko Dosimoy, bass; and Andy Sells, drums.

The band rises above their influences by mixing new sounds and new music in unique ways. Their “jazz roots are shaded with expansive arrangements and experimental flourish, a bombastic blend of afro-beat, hip hop and soul,” said the group’s MySpace music page.

Group leader, Fendel, grew up in Portland and has always been involved with music, he said. Fendel is mainly a saxophonist, but also plays bass.

Fendel received a full scholarship to Berklee College of Music and graduated in 1995 with two degrees: one in performance and another in music education. After he graduated from Berklee, Fendel and two other students came to Seattle and started a band called Bebop and Destruction, which lasted about 10 years.

Bebop and Destruction was a jazz group that recorded four CDs, toured the west coast and played festivals, shows and clubs all over the west coast.

That experience led him to meet a lot of people and learn about a lot of different music, and although he grew up with jazz he was greatly influenced by all types of American music.

Fendel’s current group, Swampdwellers, is a mixture of all aspects of music that he really cares about.

“Lots of things keep me going. For one, I run the Seattle Drum School Georgetown Branch. I am constantly inspired by all the great teachers, musicians and students that are around me every day. I love all kinds of music. I love world music. Right now I am into Indonesian Classical music,” he said.

Swampdwellers have released two records. The first is the self-titled Swampdwellers, the second is titled My Favorite Monster.

“I am always inspired by wilderness and nature. I am into ski/ski mountaineering and climbing. I wrote my last two CDs while backpacking. No phones, no Facebook, no distractions- pure inspiration,” Fendel said.

Reviews for these albums are very positive. A review by Avi Shaked on www.cdbaby.com says they are “truly adventurous and fresh.”

The group plays at several of local venues including Nectar, a live music venue located in Seattle’s Fremont District.

Swampdwellers have also played in the Seattle Music & Arts Festival Bumbershoot, and also play at Crystal Mountain twice a year.

You can experience the music of Swampdwellers at next Wednesday’s Blend in Highline’s Student Union between 10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.

High school choir comes to Highline

Highline’s Chorale will be teaming up with Thomas Jefferson High School’s choir. Each group will perform pieces of works they are currently studying.

The event is free to the public and attendance will earn points for Music Appreciation, Chorale and Class Voice students.

The performance is on May 5, at 11 a.m. in Building 7.

Breeders Theater offers internship, scholarship for Highline students

By MELISSA L. SMITH
Staff Reporter

A local professional theater group is offering a couple of opportunities for students this spring and summer.

The group is searching for an intern to assist with its July production, and also offering a $1,500 per year scholarship.

The requirements for the position are fairly straightforward, said Breeders Theater business manager and Highline Program Manager for Instruction Nancy Warren. She said that they are simply looking for “good students who can complete a one-page letter of intent.”

Scholarship applicants must also have a sincere interest in the performing arts and be returning students to Highline, having earned a minimum of 30 credits. To apply, submit a letter of intent that includes performing arts projects in the past two to five years as well as at least one letter of recommendation from a Highline faculty member.

The selected intern will be assisting with the production of The Last Magician, written by Highline professor Dr. T.M. Sell. The position entails stage management, costume assistance and box office duties. There is also a chance of being on stage.

“We stick the intern in a song if he or she can carry a tune,” Warren said.

If selected, the intern is required to attend all rehearsals Monday through Thursday in June, and all performances, which begin July 10. The position pays $300.

It is also an “opportunity to put real experience on a resume,” Warren said.

Breeders Theater has employed a number of interns from Highline and awarded more than $5,000 in scholarships to Highline students in the performing arts.

The group, who had their very first performance at Highline in 1999, currently performs at the E.B. Foote Winery in Burien.

Funds for their annual scholarship are generated from a benefit show at E.B. Foote every January. All ticket sales for the show go directly to the scholarship fund. Sherrill Miller, Highline alumni and owner of E.B. Foote Winery, also donates wine for this performance.

Breeders Theater will accept applications until the positions are filled. For more information or to apply, contact Nancy Warren in Building 9, room 103 or by email at breederstheater@aol.com or go to www.breederstheater.com.

The group is offering a couple of performances and another in music production, and also offering a $1,500 per year scholarship.

The group is searching for an intern to assist with its July production, and also offering a $1,500 per year scholarship.

The requirements for the position are fairly straightforward, said Breeders Theater business manager and Highline Program Manager for Instruction Nancy Warren. She said that they are simply looking for “good students who can complete a one-page letter of intent.”

Scholarship applicants must also have a sincere interest in the performing arts and be returning students to Highline, having earned a minimum of 30 credits. To apply, submit a letter of intent that includes performing arts projects in the past two to five years as well as at least one letter of recommendation from a Highline faculty member.

The selected intern will be assisting with the production of The Last Magician, written by Highline professor Dr. T.M. Sell. The position entails stage management, costume assistance and box office duties. There is also a chance of being on stage.

“We stick the intern in a song if he or she can carry a tune,” Warren said.

If selected, the intern is required to attend all rehearsals Monday through Thursday in June, and all performances, which begin July 10. The position pays $300.

It is also an “opportunity to put real experience on a resume,” Warren said.

Breeders Theater has employed a number of interns from Highline and awarded more than $5,000 in scholarships to Highline students in the performing arts.

The group, who had their very first performance at Highline in 1999, currently performs at the E.B. Foote Winery in Burien.

Funds for their annual scholarship are generated from a benefit show at E.B. Foote every January. All ticket sales for the show go directly to the scholarship fund. Sherrill Miller, Highline alumni and owner of E.B. Foote Winery, also donates wine for this performance.

Breeders Theater will accept applications until the positions are filled. For more information or to apply, contact Nancy Warren in Building 9, room 103 or by email at breederstheater@aol.com or go to www.breederstheater.com.

The event is free to the public and attendance will earn points for Music Appreciation, Chorale and Class Voice students.

The performance is on May 5, at 11 a.m. in Building 7.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

MaST Center feeds the public’s curiosity about Puget Sound

By GENE ACHZIGER
Staff Reporter

S

Students and faculty present weekend Science on the Sound lectures on topics ranging from the formation of Puget Sound to an explanation of what divers see beneath the waters.

The center’s mission is to “promote understanding, appreciation, and preservation of the marine environment through hands-on research, education, and community activities that highlights the beauty, complexity, and importance of the South Puget Sound ecosystem.”

As Higley describes it, “People just feel better when they can connect with Puget Sound. It’s a part of our lives, both economically and our sense of overall happiness. It’s a part of our lives.”

In the meantime, MaST staffers are seeking federal research grants and already have begun collecting data as a baseline for future research regarding such topics as weather and water quality. Water quality is particularly important, Higley said, as almost all of the eastern shore of Puget Sound is closed to shellfish harvesting.

The Sound lectures on topics ranging from the formation of Puget Sound to an explanation of what divers see beneath the waters.

MaST Center Manager Rus Higley expects fully 10,000 visitors during the Saturday lectures: only 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. aquarium tours this year. Parents and grandparents are flocking to the pier in search of answers as to what lies beneath the water.

In the meantime, MaST staffers are seeking federal research grants and already have begun collecting data as a baseline for future research regarding such topics as weather and water quality. Water quality is particularly important, Higley said, as almost all of the eastern shore of Puget Sound is closed to shellfish collection due to pollution.

And they are pursuing permits to upgrade the aquarial exhibits. Higley says the college has a scientific collection permit from the State Department of Fish and Wildlife and may soon display a wolf eel.

One more hungry mouth to feed, one more curiosity of the public’s to satisfy.
Basketball staff loses a coach

By CHRIS WELLS
Staff Reporter

Highline’s Josh Baker is no longer an assistant basketball coach for the T-Bird men.

Baker, also the cross country and track coach, says it was a hard decision to stop coaching basketball at Highline, but getting back to school at the University of Washington will be a big-time obligation. “The biggest reason that I left was that my wife and I decided that getting a doctorate in educational leadership and heading in that direction was the right move for us and there was just not enough time to be involved in everything,” Baker said. “It was time to cut back a little bit and just time to move on from basketball for now.”

After getting his bachelor’s degree at Brigham Young University in history and teaching in 2003, he chose to stay at BYU for two more years and received his master’s in physical education in 2005. During his six years at BYU, five of them were spent working in the strength and conditioning program.

With school behind him, he accepted a job at Highline as a full-time faculty member and assistant basketball coach.

Since arriving at Highline Baker has been teaching health-related classes. Under Head Coach Ché Litvinenko he handled recruiting until 2008 when he decided to take a step back and accept a less-time-consuming position on the staff as the offensive strategist and strength and conditioning coach.

With Baker now out of the picture for the T-Birds, the plan is to stay with the five coaches that they currently have on the staff.

Baker says that even though he wasn’t recruiting as much last year, the job was still an immense time commitment. “It’s challenging to balance time, but basketball was a major time commitment,” said Baker. “So with that gone it really opens up a lot of time for me to be able to focus more on my doctorate.”

With basketball out of the picture, Baker says he is looking to focus on an important part of the track team.

“The biggest thing with cross country is the more recruiting the better,” said Baker. “Cross country last year was run essentially the way I wanted it to be run.”

With everything going on at the moment, Baker says he doesn’t consider basketball an option right now or in the long run.

“I love to coach basketball,” Baker said. “I don’t see it as the plan to go back and coach right now or even in the future at this point in time.”

Lady T-Birds softball finds new nests

By BRIAN GROVE
Staff Reporter

Three former Lady T-Bird softball players are now with new flocks this season.

The players jumped ship after the cancelation of the school’s program earlier this spring.

Highline tried to save the program after the resignation of Head Coach Anne Schmidt last year by hiring new Head Coach Gary Graf. Unfortunately, the Lady T-Birds were unable to get enough players to field a team for the 2009 season.

The three players who are currently playing for other schools include Kayla Lefield for Spokane, Kristina Stadelman for Bellevue Community College and Kaylyn Neils for Green River.

Lefield is a sophomore, while Stadelman and Neils are both freshmen.

Bellevue is on top of the North Division, with a 23-9 overall record and Green River is in third place in the West, 9-6-1.

Although the Lady Gators have a .500 record, they will have a lot of experience next season with only one sophomore on the roster this year.

Spokane is also leading the East, at 31-8.

Lefield said softball at Spokane is going well so far, but she is still working her way into the lineup.

“I’m not getting as much playing time as I used to at Highline because they already have a lineup and I’m still trying to work my way into that. All the other girls have been practicing all year,” she said.

Lefield plays second base.

Despite less playing time, she said she’s still glad she left to play for Spokane, which is close to her home in Deer Park.

“I’m closer to home now and it’s easier to do school,” Lefield said.

“The reason I was at Highline was because I was on a scholarship, so Highline without softball and being away from my family kind of sucked. There really wasn’t a point,” Lefield said.

Lefield said now instead of going to school, working full-time, and paying rent she can now go to school, work part-time and live at home.

Another player who formerly played for Highline but has not transferred anywhere to play ball this season is sophomore Alea Litvinenko.

She said she would rather sit out a year, then transfer to a four-year program and still have three years left of eligibility.

“A few schools are looking at me right now, so I’m hoping to play for them,” the utility player said.

One of her top choices is William Penn University in Ohio. Despite softball at Highline being canceled for the year, it has been slated to start up again next February to prepare for the 2010 season.

Some students have opted to stay at Highline despite no longer having a team to play for.

“Other schools have talked to me, but I just want to get the school part done right now,” said sophomore Jaclyn Wills.

“I want to play and I would play but Highline didn’t really give us that opportunity the second time around.”

Despite softball at Highline being canceled for the year, it has been slated to start up again next February to prepare for the 2010 season.

Scoreboard

Women’s softball standings

North Division
League/Pct/Season
Bellevue           15-3 .833 23-9
Shoreline         12-4 .750 19-11
Everett           10-6 .625 16-17
Tacoma           10-8 .556 16-13
Pierce            7-10 .412 10-20
Grays Har.     4-13 235 8-28
Centralla       1-16 .059 2-28

East Division
League/Pct/Season
Spokane          17-5 .773 31-8
Wen. Valley 15-5 .750 39-9
Blue Mount.      15-7 .882 22-12
Walla Walla 15-7 .882 30-14
Col. Basin     8-14 .364 13-24
Tr. Valley      8-14 .364 13-24
Yak. Valley    8-14 .364 15-21
Big Bend.      0-18 .000 13-24

South Division
League/Pct/Season
Spokane       17-5 .773 31-8
Linn-Benton 7-13 .500 17-20
Edmonds        0-14 .000 0-25
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The goal is to raise awareness. With three million names on the potential claims list there is a very high possibility that you or someone you know is one of those people.

If you or someone you have a claim the easiest way to pursue it would be to log on to the website, http://claimyourcash.org. Search for the name you believe your claim was filed under and click pursue claim.

“Value of the property can be as little as a penny to a few hundred thousand dollars,” said Patty Wilson.

The unclaimed property is wait, in property.

A few minutes could lead to a fatter wallet

BY RYAN PETERSON
Staff Reporter

More than $600 million of unclaimed property is waiting for three million potential claimants in Washington state.

Each year every business in the state is required to send its unclaimed property to the Department of Revenue. From there the department tries to find the unclaimed property’s owners.

“We do press releases during the year, radio advertising as well as one full-time employee dedicated to finding the owners of some of the larger claims,” said Patty Wilson, the unclaimed operations manager at the Department of Revenue. “Since this program has started we have returned over $300 million, over time, in property.”

The goal is to raise awareness. With three million names on the potential claims list there is a very high possibility that you or someone you know is one of those people.

If you or someone you have a claim the easiest way to pursue it would be to log on to the departments website, http://claimyourcash.org. Search for the name you believe your claim was filed under and click pursue claim.

“Value of the property can be as little as a penny to a few hundred thousand dollars,” said Patty Wilson.

This reporter found eight claims tied to three family members all over $100.

The unclaimed property includes “un-cashed pay checks, refunds, bonds and deposits,” Wilson said. Other items such as cash, safety deposit box contents and stocks also are being held by the department.

“We sometimes find odd things in the safe deposit boxes. We’ve found dentures, a pregnancy test recently and a half eaten sandwich once,” said Wilson.

These claims do not expire and will be held indefinitely.

New buildings under construction near campus rising up despite recession

BY LIZ PHILLIPS
Staff Reporter

Two new buildings are being developed on Pacific Highway even with the current economic recession.

The first building is Pacific Ridge Professional Center. Pacific Ridge Professional Center is located at 22613 Pacific Highway S.

The approximate size of the building is 14,640 square feet. The building has been in development for about three years and the building broke ground for construction in October of last year. The project is expected to be finished by the end of May, Mayo said.

Kolwant Verrach is the developer for the facility and Ne-bee and Company are the general contractors.

As of yet there have been no offers to lease space, Mayo said. He said that the reason could be attributed to the fact that the building isn’t “complete yet.” The “market is soft,” Mayo said.

Once offers do come rolling in, the type of occupants they are looking for are professionals, Mayo said.

“Gearing it [the building] toward high end medical and dental,” Mayo said that they are asking for $28 per square foot but that is negotiable.

Compared to others, Mayo said, that he wasn’t aware of any

of May, Mayo said.

Real competition in the area. There will be soon, and most likely before Pacific Ridge is finished.

Just about a minute south of Pacific Ridge, another building is being constructed and with similar clientele in mind.

The building is located at 23040 Pacific Highway. The building is approximately 20,000 square feet. This building is also three stories high.

The building is still not finished. It is expected to be finished by the end of May, Sarsati said.

The facility does feature an elevator and has a relatively nice view of the sound, he said.

The parking for this facility is located on the side of the building and the back.

There is plenty of parking for both shoppers and people who work there Sarsati said.

Sarsati said that they want professionals.

Café Mia closes but hopes to reopen with new image

Café Mia is reinventing itself after only four months of business.

Last January, Café Mia opened its doors in Normandy Park’s Town Center on First Ave S. Despite the ailing economy, Café Mia thrived.

However, last Thursday the owners of Café Mia closed up shop.

“It was a last-minute decision. The concept just wasn’t working,” Co-Owner Todd McKittrick said. “Customers we trust say the food is great, but it just wasn’t comfortable.”

During the remodel service bar will be installed as well as a lower ceiling to reduce echoes and create a cozier atmosphere.

More outside seating and more menu options will also be likely, McKittrick said.

“We are hoping to re-open in about two months,” McKittrick said.

Kent
25246 Pacific Hwy S.
253-941-7627
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Duwamish area attempts to revive wildlife

By KURTIS LOO
Staff Reporter

Pollution by Seattle industries is still hurting communities and wildlife along the Duwamish River, a Highline librarian says.

Jonathan Betz-Zall spoke at Wednesday’s History Seminar to an audience of 25 people on “Environmental justice and the Duwamish River.”

The Duwamish River sits between Seattle industries and communities such as South Park, Georgetown and Delridge. Surrounding communities around the Duwamish River have been fighting a constant battle with industries to stop polluting the air and river, he said.

The Duwamish River has been used for cooling, transportation and waste disposal since the early 1900s. It was also used for an overflow for sewage overflow. Betz-Zall discussed how wildlife and people who live along the river are being affected everyday by the constant bad air and toxins that these industries produce.

“Superfund sites along the Duwamish River are among the worst in the country,” Betz-Zall said.

Superfund sites are what the Environmental Protection Agency considers to be hazardous dump sites that are dangerous to the public and must be cleaned up.

Industries such as Boeing, Malarky Asphalt and Long Painting Co. have been some of the major polluters in the Duwamish River, Betz-Zall said.

The EPA, which is in charge of cleaning the Duwamish River Superfund site, can’t start the clean-up process until they find the source of the Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) that keep flowing into the river. PCBs are connected to cancer and machinery used in industry.

Betz-Zall suspects that it is coming from Boeing Field.

There was a failed clean-up attempt by the EPA in which they used a crane to pick up hazardous debris but the crane broke and dropped the debris back into the river, spreading the waste, creating a bigger mess to clean-up in 2004. No other attempts to clean-up the river have been made by the EPA or any government funded programs.

Betz-Zall says most of the work being done to clean-up the communities is being done by the Duwamish River Clean-up Coalition. The Clean-up Coalition is a community advisory group that consist of community organizations, environmental groups and small businesses.

According to their website, their goal is to “help bring back at least 30 percent of the river shoreline for wildlife habitat.” They have achieved 5 percent of their goal and continue to work toward 30 percent.

The Clean-up Coalition has made a “vision plan,” hoping to bring people together and clean-up the Duwamish River for a pristine future. The plan includes creating more urban villages and greenery so people can use other types of transportation other than cars to reduce air pollution, housing, recreation, jobs and habitat restoration.

If you would like to get involved with cleaning the Duwamish River you can go to http://www.duwamishcleanup.org/getinvolved.html.

“If you want things to happen, you can make them happen,” Betz-Zall said.

Next week’s History Seminar will be on the “American Indian Resistance Movement” presented by Highline anthropology professor Lonnie Somer. History Seminar meets Wednesdays at 1:30-2:20 p.m. in Building 3, room 102.

Industrial air pollution is a worldwide problem

By KURTIS LOO
Staff Reporter

China exports manufactured goods to America and air pollution, says Highline chemistry professor Dr. Heather Price.

Dr. Heather Price presented “Importing Air Pollution from China,” at last week Friday’s Science Seminar in honor of Earth week.

Dr. Price explained that two main sources, gases and particulate matter, make-up air pollution. Gases include ozone, volatile organic compounds, carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides. Particulate matter is composed of smog, dust, wood smoke, pollen and diesel exhaust.

Dr. Price and her colleagues studied air pollution on April 14, 2001 when a heavy amount of air pollution from China was traveling to Washington. When they compared the results of April 14 to the average of that month, there was an 840 percent increase in particulate matter and 38 percent increase in carbon dioxide.

The EPA measures particulate matter by micrograms per cubic meter. China is by far the worst polluters of particulate matter at an average of 110 micrograms per cubic meter. The EPA acceptable level is 15. Washington state’s level as of April 28, 2009 is 4.5.

The reason for Washington state’s low particulate matter level is because of a lot of rain and very few sunny days, Dr. Price said.

Air pollution can cause irritations to the body, lung cancer, heart disease and death.

A 2002 report by the World Health Organization suggest that there were 200,000 deaths per million people in the Chinese region and 60-100 deaths per million people in America in 2000 due to urban air pollution.

To put that into perspective, China has about 1.6 billion people, which would mean that up to 368,000 people could have died from urban air pollution.

“Air pollution is a world problem,” Dr. Price said.

China isn’t the only one who exports their air pollution to other countries. America produces air pollution that gets sent to Europe. Europe sends their air pollution to Asia.

The reason for the countries exporting air pollution is because the earth rotates counter-clockwise which makes the wind blow east to west.

Dr. Price does see the future with less pollution.

“When looking long-term, I think it will improve... Switching to electric cars and hydro-electric energy from fossil fuels and diesel will bring down the amount of air pollution in the world,” she said.

This week’s Science Seminar will be “Life on the Edge,” presented by Highline geology professor Beth Maht. Science Seminar meets Fridays at 2:20-3:10 p.m. in Building 3, room 102.
Responsibility requires heart, expert says

By NATHAN LUCYK
Staff Reporter

Social responsibility requires human compassion and acceptance, an expert said on Monday.

Gary Howard spoke about social responsibility on Monday, April 27 as a part of Unity Through Diversity Week.

Unity Through Diversity Week is Highline’s annual event focusing on understanding humility, diversity and acceptance.

Howard graduated from Yale with a master’s degree in education. He is also the president and founder of the not-for-profit organization, REACH Center. The center teaches about understanding and valuing diversity and how to apply that.

Eighty people attended Howard’s first conference, “Masters of the Universe,” where he concentrated on how social responsibility is not taught effectively.

“The issue is something [the] student,” Howard said.

Howard used some examples of how education without social responsibility is dangerous.

The economic meltdown shows how wide the gap between the poor and rich is, Howard said. If the poor steal to survive, they are punished with jail; however, if the rich rip off the poor, they get a bailout, Howard said.

Howard said that highly educated leaders of our world are unattached to the common people. Without human compassion, the leaders use their knowledge to gain power for themselves. They abuse their power for personal gain.

Howard also used the Romanus Pontifex as an example of bigotry. The pontifex is a decree that the pope issued in 1455 that claimed dominion over all discovered lands, and also legalized the enslavement and conquering of them.

The best minds of the time, who lacked the social responsibility to accept others, came up with the pontifex, Howard said.

Howard gave a list of abilities for someone to be a well-educated human being.

They need to know who they are, they need to have self-worth, respect themselves, have cultural competence and be able to have authentic and respectful relationships with other races.

Howard described teaching excellence without equity is segregation, and negotiating its waves is always difficult.

Howard said, “Excellence without inclusion is segregation, and excellence without equity is elitism.”

Despite election, U.S. not ‘post-racial’

By RAPHAEL LINHARES
Staff Reporter

President Barack Obama’s victory must be seen as the beginning of a challenge, not the end of it, said Tim Wise.

Wise is a white, anti-racism activist and writer born in Nashville, Tenn. Last Tuesday, as part of the Unity Through Diversity Week, he was at Highline to talk about his latest book, Between Barack and a Hard Place: Racism and White Denial in the Age of Obama.

In the book, Wise addresses Obama’s victory in the presidential race, and warns us of how not to possibly turn out as a bad thing for the Civil Rights movement.

“We are nowhere near post-racial America,” he said.

In addition, Wise pointed out the fact that Obama has become a “symbol of perfection,” and that if people perceive him as the standard role model for being successful, no real change is made. For him, it is important that individual qualities and talents are still valued.

He said it will still be a problem if people of color find it necessary to be like Obama to be successful, and people could end up missing out on other potential individual talents.

“It is good as long as you understand the limitations of it,” he said.

To exemplify this, he pointed out cases like Benazir Bhutto, a female elected Prime Minister in a Muslim state, and how that did not bring big changes to the gender inequality there.

“The proof of racial equality will be the day that people of color can be as mediocre as white folks and still advance,” Wise said.

“The proof of racial equality will be the day that people of color can be as mediocre as white folks and still advance.”

— Tim Wise, anti-racism activist
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“Honest discussion,” he said.

Howard described teaching with cultural competence as a journey through white river rapids, saying the journey is murky and negotiating its waves is always difficult.

Howard said, “Excellence without inclusion is segregation, and excellence without equity is elitism.”
Walk to help baby health

By SHANNON SEVEREID
Staff Reporter

Highline’s Medical Assistant Club encourages everyone to join them in walking for babies. The club will walk in the March of Dimes March for Babies on May 3.

The Medical Assistant Club president, Carolyn Eldridge, says, “It’s a great way to get out, be visible, and volunteer – the more [people], the better.”

This year will mark Eldridge’s third walk in the March for Babies.

Eldridge’s friend, Patty Jourden, will be showing her support by joining Eldridge for a second walk.

Jourden advocates the March for Babies because “we all need babies to hold,” she said.

March of Dimes’ State Communications and Marketing Director Alan Gulick said, “March of Dimes is the leading non-profit organization for pregnancy and baby health. We’re about all babies, those born healthy and baby health. We’re about profit organization for pregnant women and families in need by registering to walk at www.marchforbabies.org/teams/577841. The donations can be given online or directly to families in need. The donations will be proportional to the cities’ use of the jail.

For Highline students Eldridge and Jourden, walking will be a way for them to become involved, raise awareness, and help others in the community.

“The once you get involved, I think you’re always involved,” Eldridge said. “I like to help out wherever I can, and it’s for a good cause.”

This year March of Dimes, March for Babies will be held at Qwest Field in Seattle. The events will be scheduled as follows: Registration and breakfast will begin at 8 a.m.; a rally and warm-up will follow at 9 a.m.; the march will commence at 9:30 a.m.; and a party will conclude the event at 10:30 a.m.

Eldridge and Jourden encourage everyone to join them in their journey to help all babies and families in need. The donations will be given online or directly on campus in Building 18.

“Come out and have some fun,” Jourden said.

“It’s just one big happy family – it’s one big event,” Eldridge concluded.

Des Moines jail has construction date

By RYAN PETERSON
Staff Reporter

RENTON - A date has been set to start construction on the new misdemeanor jail to be located in Des Moines. The new jail will be located south of 208th Street and 18th Avenue South.

Seven South King County cities teamed up to build the new jail because of the King County Jail announcing that it will no longer accept misdemeanor offenders as of 2012.

Although the estimated cost of construction is around $99 million, the cities will be saving millions on transportation and booking expenses, officials say.

“It costs $110 a day per prisoner,” said Bartley. “Collectively the cities pay $14 million a year, on average.”

Contributing to the problem, police officers who should be patrolling are often tied up transporting prisoners to King County Jail in Seattle, sometimes during rush hour, costing the cities more money.

Federal Way has been hit especially hard being the furthest away from the King County jail.

Federal Way Officer Mike Connelly said that transportations has caused normal patrols to be short staffed. “People who should go to jail sometimes don’t,” he said.

Rings starting at $149
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Workforce Development can help your job skills

By ERSALEM OCBAZGI Staff Reporter

Highline’s Workforce Development Services can help those who are interested in upgrading their job skills, finding a career or landing a new job. “The Workforce Development Services program is a service that consists of related campus programs and services committed to student success and workforce preparation,” according to the program’s web site.

“It also includes our employment center, where you’ll find Cooperative Education, Student Employment and access to the WorkSource system through our Connection Site feature,” said Dr. Erik Karl Tingelstad, director of Workforce Development Services.

“Each program typically can help a student with things like tuition, books and fees for one quarter until traditional financial aid becomes available,” said Dr. Tingelstad. The application process tends to be much quicker than financial aid.

“Each program works with a specific population, so students need to meet the requirements of that particular funding source,” said Dr. Tingelstad.

“Not every student will qualify for financial help. However, job search assistance is available for any student at Highline, under the Student Employment Services web site.”

It also includes work study options for those students with Financial Aid awards. Students with work study must first attend a work study orientation.

The deadline for summer work study was April 13. For further assistance, contact Diana Baker in Student Employment, upper floor of Building 6, or call 206-878-3710, ext. 3350. Baker in Student Employment, upper floor of Building 6, or call 206-878-3710, ext. 3350.

You can find a full list of organizations, internships, volunteer and job postings in the surrounding community. Weekly updates of job opportunities are posted on the site, such as a part-time state work study or volunteer biologists and interpreters for the Mast center.

“To get a complete list of the criteria, students should check out each program’s web site or contact the office directly for more information,” he said.

“The best part workforce development is that we get to help students fund their educational goals or get them connected to meaningful work based learning opportunities, so in that respect we have a chance to positively impact a student’s overall academic experience,” Dr. Tingelstad said.

“Dr. Tingelstad has been at Highline since 2000 and spent the first six years working in student services as Director of Career and Employment Services and also the Testing Center,” he said.

“In 2006, I completed my doctoral work at the University of Washington,” he said. “The college reorganized, and I moved over to instruction to the head the Workforce Development area,” Dr. Tingelstad said.

“Our students are pretty remarkable,” he said. “Many are juggling classes while working and managing their family responsibilities. Through our services in Workforce Development, we can help ease the financial burden a bit or connect a student to a job opportunity. That can mean a lot to a student trying to make it through classes, and that’s why I think Workforce Development is so important.”

Workforce Development Services is located in the main upper lobby, Building 6. They are open Monday through Thursday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Friday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Nurses

continued from page 1

cept students into the program who aren’t well qualified,” Trillo said. “Students who have met the minimum standards, rather than those who have exceeded, won’t make the workforce any more stable.”

For application, Highline’s nursing program requires a minimum grade point average of 2.5 in prerequisite courses, but students actually admitted in Fall of 2008 had an average GPA of 3.83.

“Our standards include criteria that predicts success, and as a program we have to graduate students who will pass the state licensure exam,” Trillo said.

An average of 84 percent of Highline’s student nursing body must meet the state licensure exam standards the first time in order for the program to maintain its accreditation. If students fail to do so, the statistic is counted against the program.

Morrell said that “nursing programs are worried that with the waitlist, they’re going to have to admit applicants that are not competent, yet they themselves set the standards and qualifications.”

“Morrell’s a registered nurse, not a nurse educator,” Trillo said.

Nurseries was April 13. For financial help, contact Diana Baker in Student Employment, upper floor of Building 6, or call 206-878-3710, ext. 3350.

Baker in Student Employment, upper floor of Building 6, or call 206-878-3710, ext. 3350.

Robbery
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earingly activity has been picking up around the campus,” Sergeant Bob Collins of the Des Moines Police Department said.

Students have mixed responses about safety at Highline.

A student at Highline, Irina Prokyor, said she feels safe on campus.

“I’ve never been in a situation where I shouldn’t feel safe. I’m here when a lot of people are here, and I hang with bigger crowds,” she said.

Prokyor doesn’t think that it’s the college’s responsibility to keep students safe.

“Everybody who comes here should be able to tell how to stay safe. [I] don’t think it’s the college’s duty to watch over people – we’re all grown and know how to stay safe,” Prokyor said.

Student Emmanuel Nistiran agreed that he has never seen any problem and that he sees security around all the time.

He said if anything did “break out,” Security looks “a lot like they’re older and they wouldn’t be very useful other than calling 911.”

Gladdwell Waruguru and Anh Nguyen, students at Highline, both said that their safety depends on the time of day.

“At night I don’t feel safe, so I park my car closer,” Nguyen said.

Nguyen had an incident with Security that made her doubt how far the Security is going for students.

She lost her car keys and told them to pay attention to her car, but said she saw no one coming out to watch her car or the parking lot, so she concluded, “the security is not that great.”

Waruguru thinks that the Security does enough, but she detected that there is always trouble in the library.

“One guy was high, and they caught him a guy watching porn in the library,” Waruguru said.

Another Highline student, Justin Rivera, saw cops in the library lately too.

He said he saw “security guards grabbing someone to talk to them, and some cops came to question him.”

Rivera said, “I feel fine, [they’re] doing a good job.”

May 13th and 14th!

Take your community college experience to the next level. Complete your bachelor’s degree at DeVry University and be on your way to an in-demand career in accounting in as little as 18 months when you transfer your qualifying college credits. With our unmatched Career Service assistance, you will have the help you need to find the career you deserve. In fact, 80% of federal and state employees creating employment find a career in their field within 6 months of graduation.*

Jumpstart your career in accounting, call 866.215.3847 or visit DeVrySeattle.com

*From October 09, February 10 and June 08 classes. ©2009 DeVry University. All rights reserved.

Mia Buter '06

Accounting

DeVry University

We major in careers

3605 S. 344th Way

Federal Way, WA 98001
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Budget
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7.6 percent reduction on top of the cuts that have already been made. The University of Washing-
ton took the largest cut at 12 percent, with other public insti-
tutions falling somewhere in the middle.

“It appears that Highline’s share of the cut will be $3 mil-
lion,” said Dr. Jack Berming-
hart, Highline president, in a campus-wide email yesterday, April 29. “This number in-
cludes the roughly $2 million in cuts we took in February.”

Dr. Berminghart said he does not expect the college to shoul-
der the burden of additional sig-
nificant cuts again this year.

“This is a very difficult bud-
get,” said State Sen. Karen
Keiser, D-Des Moines. “Higher
education was not spared but
the burden of additional sig-
nificant cuts will remain the
same next year.”

The budget is written for the 2009-2011 biennium and the
Legislature is only scheduled to debate a supplemental budget
next year.

However, if the economy falls deeper into a recession, or
perhaps even if it comes out of it sooner than that, Gov. Christine
Gregoire may ask legislators to revisit the budget earlier.

While many legislators are disappointed in the result of the
budget in Olympia, State Rep.
Mark Miloscia, D-Federal Way, has gone a step further, calling
the budget “terrible” and criti-
cizing the way conclusions were
came.

Miloscia said. “Very little
people, this was a ‘get-out-of-town’
budget which did not attempt to
solve the major problems facing
us,” Miloscia said. “Very little
was left on the table, this was
nothing.”

“Wages are falling, in good
times and bad, for one-half of
all families, and we are increas-
ing tuition,” Miloscia said. “I
did not support the tuition in-
creases, [I] voted and spoke
against them.”

As part of the budget, a bill
was passed to remove the tu-
cap for the next two years, but
it is expected to affect four-
year institutions more heavily
than community colleges.

Members of the public are
able to testify in support or in
opposition to any bill the Legis-
lature considers. Richard Lum,
director of government relations for the Associated Students of
the University of Washington, testi-
fied against the bill.

“The budget will limit access
to higher education,” Lum said.

If even students continue to
graduate on time, it will cost the
same as several extra quarters or
semesters at today’s rates.”

DuPont also lamented the ef-
fect the budget will have on col-
lege towns, such as Ellensburg,
where Central is located.

“During the worst crisis fac-
ing colleges, this was a status-
quo session with massive fund-
ing cuts to critical programs. I
am not sure if things will change
next session,” Miloscia said.